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Abstract 

The current problem of solar energy water distillation is in its low 

efficiency. Low efficiency is caused by inefficient water evaporation 

processes. Increasing the efficiency of water evaporation is done by 

controlling the rate of water entering into the absorber. The commonly used 

mechanical control system still has weaknesses such as the instability of the 

water entering the absorber. This causes less effective evaporation of water 

so that the resulting distillation efficiency is not optimal. The water rate 

input system for distillation in this study is based on a simple 

microcontroller. The microcontroller-based input water rate control system 

allows the rate of input water with a small but continuous flow rate so that 

the water evaporation process can be more effective. This study aims to 

improve the efficiency of solar energy water distillation by increasing the 

efficiency of the water evaporation process through controlling the flow rate 

of water inlet. The research was carried out by the experimental method. 

The parameters varied were: the rate of input water which was 0.3       , 
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0.5        and 1.2       . Parameters measured in this study were: (1) 

temperature of absorber, (2) temperature of the cover glass , (3) temperature 

of cooling water, (4) input water temperature, (5) ambient air temperature, 

(6) distilled water results, (7) solar energy coming in and (8) time of 

recording data. The results showed that the production of distillation water 

using microcontroller-based water rate control was a maximum of      

compared to the model without water rate control at a water flow rate of 0.3 

liters / hour, with distillation efficiency of    . From the results of this 

study it can also be concluded that microcontroller based water flow rate 

controller is more stable than mechanical water flow controller, especially in 

small flow. 

Keywords: microcontroller, rate of input water, distillation of water, solar 

energy 

 

1 Introduction 

Clean water is one of the basic needs of every living thing, but there are still many 

regions that do not have enough clean water supply, even though the water supply is 

abundant. The river area is one example that the area has abundant water supply, but 

there is still a small supply of clean water. The water supply in the area has been 

contaminated with a lot of dissolved harmful substances. Therefore, a water purification 

process is needed in one of the processes using distillation. In the distillation process, 

there are two main processes, namely evaporation and condensation. Factors that can 

improve the evaporation process include expanding the surface of the liquid, flowing air 

over the surface, reducing pressure and by heating liquid. While condensation factors, 

namely temperature, pressure and humidity. The water distillation process starts from 

evaporation of contaminated water and then condenses on the cover glass. Evaporation 

does not carry contaminated substances, so the condensed water is suitable for 

consumption. 

The problems that exist in the distillation of solar energy water are the low 

performance. This is due to the lack of effective evaporation and condensation 
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processes. The type of distillation that is widely used is the type of tube absorber and 

the type of fabric absorber. The type of absorber tub is the simplest type of distillation, 

but the performance produced by this type is among the lowest. The low performance of 

distillation type absorber tub due to the amount of mass of water that is quite a lot in the 

tub resulting in the evaporation process does not take place quickly. The type of fabric 

absorber has better performance than the type of tub absorber. This is due to the type of 

fabric absorber, the water that will be distilled is flowed to the fabric so that it will 

produce a thin layer of water on the fabric and cause the water to evaporate faster. 

The important thing to get a thin layer on the fabric is to regulate the flow rate of 

water entering the absorber. Setting the flow rate must be able to produce a constant 

flow at a small flow rate. Setting the flow of absober water in cloth distillation is 

generally carried out mechanically for example using a tap. Mechanical flow rate 

regulation using a tap cannot produce a constant flow especially at a small flow rate. 

This study will overcome these problems by using flow settings based on 

microcontroller. 

 

2 Literature Review 

The performance of a solar energy distillation device is determined by the amount of 

clean water that can be produced, based on the variations used [1]. Many factors that 

influence the amount of distilled water produced include: the effectiveness of absorber 

in absorbing solar energy [2], the effectiveness of glass in condensing water vapor [3], 

the amount of mass / volume of water contained in distillation devices, the surface area 

of water to be distilled length of heating time, and temperature of water entering the 

distillation device [4]. Absorber must be made of material with good absorptivity of 

solar energy, to increase absorptivity generally the absorber is painted in black. The 

cover glass should not be too hot because if the glass is too hot the steam will be 

difficult to condense. The amount of mass / volume of water in a distillation device 

should not be too much because it will prolong the heating process. The flow rate that is 

too large will cause the evaporation process to be ineffective, but if it is too small then 

the distillation tool will be easily damaged due to overheating. Therefore, it is necessary 
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to regulate a good mass flow rate. The setting of the mass flow rate commonly used is a 

mechanical controller using a tap. Mechanical water flow control has a disadvantage, 

namely the unstable water flow rate. This is due to the flow with the mechanical 

arrangement easily blocked by the presence of water vapor that appears on the valve 

tap. Basically this research aims to overcome the weaknesses in the mechanical water 

rate control system using a microcontroller based flow rate controller. 

 

3 Method 

Experiments are carried out indoors using lamp heat energy as a simulation of solar 

thermal energy. In experimental data retrieval, several variables used for analysis will 

be measured. These variables are: temperature absorber in the distillation model 

       , glass temperature        , lamp heat energy          , the amount of 

distilled water produced (md, liter), the area of distillation equipment         and 

cloth discharge (incoming discharge of distillation equipment;             ). In detail, 

the steps of this research experimentally are : 

1. Prepare a distillation device namely a type of distillation cloth with insulated cloth 

(Figure 1). 

2. Preparing measuring instruments to be used include temperature sensors, level 

sensors, solar meters, arduino microcontrollers, and stopwatches. 

3. Regulate the discharge of cloth (the discharge into the distillation apparatus) is 

               . 

4. Record temperature absorber in the distillation model (T.w), glass temperature 

(T.C), amount of distilled water produced (    ) and heat energy from the 

infrared lamp (  ) every minutes for 8 hours. 

5. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 with variations in the flow rate of                 and 

               . 

6. Perform data analysis compared to the results of distillation water and efficiency 

resulting from variations  number 1, 2, and 3. 
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Figure 1. Distillation with fabric and cooler spray 

 

Data collection for each variation was carried out for 3 days and within a day for 8 

hours. Data recording is done by sensors arranged with a microcontroller, so data can be 

collected every minute. Data analysis and discussion of the phenomena that occur is 

done by making a comparison chart of the increase in water yield per 40 minutes for 8 

hours of data collection for each variation. After data collection and data analysis is 

complete, the research is continued with the compilation of data results and processing, 

drawing conclusions and suggestions. 

The efficiency of solar energy distillation equipment is defined as the ratio between 

the amount of energy used in the evaporation process of water and the amount of solar 

radiation that comes during a certain time. The efficiency of a distillation device 

consists of theoretical and actual efficiency. Theoretical efficiency (  theoretical) is 

defined as the ratio of the amount of energy used to raise the temperature of a number of 

water masses in a distillation device based on theoretical data (using solar thermal 

energy). Where as the actual efficiency (  actual) is defined as the ratio between the 

amount of energy used to raise the temperature of a number of water masses in a 

distillation device based on research data collection (using lamp heat energy). The 

actual efficiency (  actual) can be calculated by Equation 1 and with md is the result of 

distilled water (liter) is the discharged of cloth, hfg is latent heat of water       , Ac is 

the area of distillation (  ),    is heat energy lamp (    ). 

        
         

      ∫      
 

 

 (1) 
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The efficiency of the   actual distillation tool can be calculated by md is the result of 

distilled water (  ), hfg is the latent heat of evaporation (    ), Ac is the distillation 

area (  ), GT is the heat energy of the infrared lamp (    ), dt is heating time 

(seconds). 

The control of water flow that will be used in this study is the arrangement of 

microcontroller and mechanical water flow (as a comparison). Figure 2 shows a block 

diagram of the water rate control system along with the data acquisition. The system 

consists of 3 inputs (flow speed setting, water level sensor, and real time clock). While 

the output is to drive the motor at the peristaltic pump. The function of this system is to 

control flow rate of water, read the water level that has been achieved, and save the 

results into memory. 

 

 

Figure 2. Block diagram of a water flow controller 

 

A peristaltic pump is used in this study to regulate the water input rate (Figure 3) 

which is controlled by a microcontroller. The microcontroller used is ATMega 328 in 

the Arduino platform, which consists of hardware and software. The hardware consists 

of an on-board processor and    . While the software consists of the program and boot 

loader. In this system an Arduino Uno board which has 20 Digital Output and Input pin 

is used, which consists of pin    to     (14 pieces) and added pin       (6 pieces). 

Pin       can be used digitally as         in the program. Especially for pin D0 

and D1, they are used as communication line to computer [5]. 
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Figure 3. Physical appearance of a peristaltic pump 

 

Peristaltic pumps are positive displacement pumps that are usually used to pump 

fluids. This pump works by moving a wheel that presses a flexible hose to move fluid 

[6]. Figure 4 shows the part in the peristaltic mechanism. 

 

 

Figure 4. Inner view of peristaltic mechanism 

 

Several studies related to regulating the flow of water with small discharges have 

been widely carried out. For example to regulate the flow of hospital equipment such as 

infusion pumps or flow control in the desalination process. Caraballo [7] has conducted 

research on the use of peristaltic motors with Arduino microcontroller boards to regulate 

water flow in the desalination process at a low cost. Banerjee et al. [8] also used a 

microcontroller and peristaltic pump on a dispenser system for mixing 2 types of 

microfluidic fluid. 
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Figure 5. Physical appearance of eTape sensor 

 

The water rate control system made in this study is open loop, so the accuracy of the 

results depends on calibration. The way the water rate control system works is as 

follows: potentiometer is used to adjust the amount of input voltage to the 

microcontroller (0-5 volts). Based on the input voltage the microcontroller will regulate 

the output voltage to the motor. The size of the voltage given to the motor will 

determine the motor's rotational speed. The Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal with 

a value of        from Arduino will determine the value of the voltage (     

volts) given to the motor, the greater the voltage, the faster the motor rotation. The 

output current of the microcontroller is relatively small (maximum 40 mA). In order to 

be strong enough to move the motor, the analog output current of the microcontroller 

must be amplified, in this case using a transistor as an amplifier. The rotation of the DC 

motor will move the peristaltic mechanism (pulse suppression). For data retrieval (data 

logging), a memory module (SD Card) is added to the microcontroller. Real Time Clock 

(RTC) module is also added to provide real time values. While the water level is read by 

the eTape water level sensor. eTape from Miletone Technologies is a solid state sensor 

for measuring fluid height [9]. The eTape liquid level sensor is an innovative solid state 

sensor that does not use mechanical buoys as in general, but uses printed electronics. 

eTape gets hydrostatic pressure by the fluid where it is immersed, and produces a 

change in resistance corresponding to the distance from the top of the sensor to the 

surface of the fluid. The physical form of the eTape sensor is shown in Figure 5. 
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E-tape can be modeled as a variable resistor               . In operation, 

when the liquid level rises the resistance will decrease. If the water level drops 

resistance will rise. The typical output characteristics of the eTape sensor are shown in 

Figure 6 below  

 

: 
Figure 6. Plot of water height  vs resistance of an eTape sensor 

 

 

Figure 7. Voltage divider circuit with an eTape sensor 
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Figure 7 shows how eTape sensor installation on the network.  At this circuit, the 

voltage is proportional to the resistance of he eTape sensor, thus : 

                                          (2) 

 

 

Figure 8. Water flow rate control and data acquisition circuit 
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Figure 9. Flowchart of flow rate control 

 

The electronic circuit for controlling water rate and data acquisition is shown in 

Figure 8. While the flow diagram of how the system works is shown in Figure 9. 

 

4 Results and Discussion  

The results achieved by this study are the completion of initial data retrieval. Model 

enhancements have also been made. The problem with the creation of a water rate 
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control model is the small motor torque at low speed. This is because the current 

entering the pump motor is still low while the voltage is reduced to reduce motor 

rotation. This problem causes the motor to not be strong enough to pump at low speeds 

so that small discharges are difficult to achieve. This problem can be overcome by 

adding obstacles to the suction hose. The obstacles used are cloth. The fabric resistance 

allows the pump to produce a small discharge at a rotation that is not too small. 

The results of data retrieval using the model have shown results in accordance with 

the initial hypothesis. The results of data collection showed that the results of distillation 

water using the control of the water rate were higher than the model without control of 

the water rate. The results of data collection can be seen in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Distillation output and efficiency for various flow rate 
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Figure 10 shows the results of distillation water at various water flow rates of 

               . The water distillation model that uses a water flow rate controller with 

a microcontroller can produce far more distilled water. Up to minutes to 365 distillation 

models that use mechanical settings (taps) do not produce distilled water. This is due to 

the occurrence of problems in the mechanical flow settings. A common problem 

especially at small flow rates is the cessation of water flow that will enter the distillation 

model. The cessation of flow in the mechanical control, especially in small streams, is 

due to the presence of water vapor which clogs the canal. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of distillation output at flow rateof                 

 

At the water flow rate of                 or in variation number 2 (Figure 11), the 

results of distilled water models with water flow rate controller using microcontroller  is 

bigger than the distillation models without adjusting the flow rate with microcontroller 

or using mechanical controller (faucet). In contrast to variation number 1, it appears that 

a water distillation model with a mechanical control has produced distilled water in the 

150th minute. This is because the water flow rate of distillation in variation number 2 is 

greater than variation number 1. At the higher water flow rate there is fewer problem 

compared with mechanical flow rate control at the smaller flow rate. The problem of 

mechanical control in variation number 2 is to reduce the water flow rate to the initial 

setting. The reduced flow is generally also caused by the appearance of water vapor 

which blocks the flow of water that will enter the distillation model. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of distillation output at flow rate of                 

 

 
Figure 12. Comparison of distillation output at flow rate of                 
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Figure 13. Efficiency comparison of a distillation model at flow rate of                

 

 

Figure 14. Efficiency comparison of a distillation model at flow rate of                

 

In variation number 3 by setting the initial flow rate of                 it is seen that 

the distillation model with a mechanical arrangement begins to produce distilled water 

from the 90th minute (Figure 12). In variation number 3 the results of distillation of 

water models with microcontroller settings still produce more distilled water than the 

distillation model with mechanical settings. There is problem with mechanical control, 

when the water flow rate is large enough, the water flow rate increases from the initial 
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setting. This causes the evaporation process is not optimal so that the results of 

distillation water are also small. 

The efficiency produced in the three variations shows a linear value with the results 

of distilled water produced by each variation. This can be seen from Figures 13, 14, and 

15. 

 

Figure 15. Efficiency comparison of a distillation model at flow rate of                

 

 

Figure 16. Comparison of distillation output at the flow rate of    ;     and                
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Figure 17. Efficiency comparison of distillation output at flow rate of     ;     and 

               

 

In general, the increase in distillation water yield due to the use of microcontroller-

based intake of water flow can be seen in Figure 16. The biggest increase in distillation 

water results with microcontroller-based water flow control compared to mechanical 

settings is     . The biggest increase occurs at the planned initial intake water flow of 

                (water flow rate enter the smallest distillation). The highest efficiency 

produced by microcontroller-based distillation is     at a water flow rate of 

                (Figure 17). 

 

5 Conclusion  

The conclusion that can be taken in general this research is that the results of 

distillation water using microcontroller-based water rate control is a maximum of      

compared to the model sans water rate control                 , with distillation 

efficiency of    . From the results of this study it can also be concluded that 

microcontroller based water speed control is more stable than mechanical water flow 

control, especially in small flow. 
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